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ABSTRACT

Estimating the uncertainty of complex measurement systems by analytical methods is difficult
and often the results do not inspire confidence.

Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) is widely used in business by decision-makers to assess risk.
Risk in this context is uncertainty and can equally apply to the uncertainty of a measurement
system.

This approach has been used to assess the uncertainty of gas density, calorific value and
Wobbe Index and fiscal allocation metering uncertainty. It has also been used to assess the
uncertainty of test separators when regarded as multi-phase meters.

The MCS method of estimating uncertainty is fully compatible with the "Guide to the
expression of uncertainty in measuremenf' [1], the uncertainty of a measurement result is
usually evaluated using a mathematical model of the measurement and the law of propagation
of uncertainty [1} (Para. 3.4.1). The advent of powerful desktop computers enables this
technique to be applied to the propagation of uncertainties of most simple and complex
measurement systems including many that cannot be found readily by conventional analytical
means.

Results of these investigations will be presented to demonstrate the underlying simplicity and
reliability of this approach to uncertainty assessment.

The authors consider the universal nature of MCS is well suited to computer implementation
with potential to replace conventional methods for determining measurement uncertainty. We
hope that the methods presented will be considered in the development of future uncertainty
standards.

1 INTRODUCTION

This paper presents Monte Carlo Simulation methods in two worked examples. The first
example is a simplified gas export metering system which is compared with conventional
uncertainty methods from ISO 5168 [2], [3]. Whilst ISO 5168 [2] has been withdrawn by ISO
because it does not comply with the "Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measuremenf'
[1], it is nevertheless a practical document in the field of flow measurement. ISO 5168 [2] has
been replaced by a technical report; ISO 5168TR: 1998 [3] until a fully compliant document is
available. The second worked example is more complex and compares two empirical
methods of finding gas density uncertainty discussed in a paper by Jim Watson of NEL [41 with
the results obtained using MCS.

The examples used are based on actual projects by the authors, simplified for clarity. One of
the authors (Martin Basil) has applied the technique on many client projects mainly concerned
with fiscal allocation uncertainty including several meter stream uncertainties. In each case
uncertainty was first found by conventional methods and verified using Monte Carlo methods
with good agreement in all cases .•



The application of the Monte Carlo methods to measurement uncertainty arose from fiscal
allocation uncertainty projects in which confidence in the results was not high due to the many
assumptions made using conventional analytical uncertainty methods. The availability of a
method of assessing measurement uncertainties in relatively complex systems that is:

•
a) readily understood;
b) easily repeated; and
c) gives results in agreement with conventional analytical methods,

is the main reason for advancing this method.

2 MONTE CARLOSIMULATIONAND ITS USES

How is Monte Carlo simulation used to find the propagation of uncertainties through a
measurement system? The measurement system comprises a number of sensors whose
outputs are fed into a computation unit that generates the measurement system output (or
outputs). We suppose that a definite reference value is applied to the input of each sensor. If
we look at the output of one of the sensors at any time, however, it can have one of a range of
values that can correspond to the reference value, depending on how the sensor is made, and
how weJf it works. •Using a desktop computer, we can readily generate a realistic distribution of output values for
each sensor. We then select at random output values for each sensor and combine them
according to the measurement system algorithms. We repeat this as many times as we want.
The output of the measurement system will show a range of values for the set of sensor input
reference values. We can then analyse that distribution of values using standard statistical
techniques to generate the best estimate of the required measurement, and its uncertainty,
corresponding to the set of sensor reference input values. We then repeat the process for
sets of sensor input values, and generate estimates of uncertainty over the desired
operational range of the measurement system.

In a short time (tens of minutes) we can simulate someone carrying out the same process with
the real measurement system. However, it is usuaJfy quite impractical to carry out this
process with a real measurement system.

Monte Carlo Simulation has a history going back to 1873 in which experiments were
performed by dropping needles in a haphazard manner onto a board ruled with parallel
straight lines to infer the value of 1t (= 3.1416 ... ) from observations of the number of
intersections between needle and lines. The first serious application was in 1908 by W. S.
Gosset, (who went by the pseudonym of Student), to help him towards the discovery of the
correlation coeffiCient, and in the same year the Student t-distribution. Monte Carlo Simulation
methods were developed as a research tool during the Second World War on the atomic
bomb to simulate probabilistic problems concerned with random neutron diffusion in fissile
material. The theory was developed further from about 1970 to solve a class of problems
where there was not sufficient time to find an exhaustive solution as the number of evaluations
expanded exponentially.

•
Today Monte Carlo Simulation is widely used in all areas of activity including business risk
analysis, weather forecasting, atomic physics, drilling, manufacturing etc. Metrology is an
area in which this technique has not been applied to any great extent and this particularly
applies to flow measurement uncertainty. This may be because neither of the two standards
for this area, "Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement" [1J and 1805168 [2],
provides any guidance in the use of simulation methods other than simple numerical methods
used to find input/output sensitivity.

•
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E TRSS = 0.7071 % (2)

Monte Carlo Simulation offers significant advantages over conventional methods when
evaluating the uncertainty of measurement systems with the following characteristics:

• Large number inputs and outputs
• Non~linear relationships requiring 2ndorder partial derivatives to find sensitivity terms
• Large measurement uncertainties where linear interpolation assumptions fail
• Complex mathematical or empirical input/output relationships
• Input dependencies where the measurement system modifies the action of other inputs
• Untypical input and output distributions that cannot be described in conventional ways

The purpose of this paper is to explain the Monte Carlo Simulation uncertainty method for the
benefit of a wider audience. We hope this will also lead to incorporation of these methods in
future revisions of the, "Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement" [1J and ISO
5168 [2J, [3J so that a common approach is used to apply Monte Carlo methods to
measurement uncertainty.

3 EXAMPLE 1: GAS EXPORT METERING SYSTEM

A simplified gas export metering system is used to illustrate the calculation of uncertainty by
MCS. Uncertainty is first calculated by conventional Root Sum Square (RSS) methods and
then by MCS. The close agreement demonstrates the fundamental nature of MCS also
showing that either method can be used to check the other.

The gas export metering system in Figure 1 comprises two identical streams fitted with orifice
plate meters each with a measurement uncertainty of 1% of reading and a flow rate of
10 mmscfd. This example is only for illustration and considers uncertainties as random ..

I Stream A .:::::>------1l----...,
0,,= 10mmscfd
E,,=1% Total

aT= 20mmscfd
ETRSS= O.7071 0/0I Stream B ;;>------1 1---- ....

as= 10mmscfd
Es=1%

Figure 1 Gas Export Metering System

Uncertainty is found using conventional RSS methods in ISO 5168 [2J as follows:

To find uncertainty by MCS the flow rate measurement of each stream is simulated by
generating random numbers with a normal distribution that are then applied to a mathematical
model of the metering system. The model in this case is simply the sum of the two streams,
Equation (1). The normal distribution is generated with a mean at the expected measured
value of 10 mmscfd and a standard 'deviation of 0.05 mmscfd is obtained from the
measurement uncertainty of 1% of reading with a 95% confidence level.

mmscfd ( 1 )
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The simulated stream measurements are applied randomly to the model to give a set of flow
rates with a normal distribution. The total flow rate is found from mean of the distribution and
the uncertainty with a 95% confidence level is found from twice the standard deviation. •
Figure 2 illustrates the simulation of the flow rate measurement of each meter stream input to
the model and the resultant distribution. In this case 100,000 trial results were computed in
less than 5 minutes. Generally fewer trials, in the region of 5,000 to 20,000, are sufficient for
this application however the resulting distribution can appear ragged which may not be
acceptable for presentation. The number of trials should be increased in proportion to the
number of inputs to ensure most input combinations are properly covered.

In this example the MCS uncertainty of 0.7048% of reading is within 0.3% of the uncertainty of
0.7071 % of reading found by RSS means.

Figure 2 shows simulated inputs with a normal distribution. Using MCS input distributions may
be rectangular, triangular, skewed, discrete values or any other distribution that reflects the
nature of the measurement. This can include actual measured data, which is then applied
randomly to the model input. Systematic bias errors are particularly difficult to deal with using
conventional methods but they can easily be propagated through a model with MCS.

E TRSS :: 0.5774 % (4)

In Figure 3 Stream B flow rate measurement has been given a rectangular distribution with
upper and lower limits at 1% of reading. The results again show good agreement between the
RSS and MCS uncertainty methods.

QA= 10mmscfd
EA=1%

aT= 20mmscfd
ETMCS=O.5756%
ETRSS=O.5774%

as= 10mmscfd
EB=1%

Figure 3 Gas Export Metering System Stream B Rectangular Distribution

To cater for the rectangular distribution the Stream B uncertainty is divided by v3, in
accordance with the "Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement" [1], before
finding the RSS uncertainty.

Q T =20 mmscfd (3 )

Results from the examples in Figures 1, 2 and 3 are summarised in Table 1.
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Table 1 - Comparison of Gas Export Uncertainty Found by RSS and MCS

r··············Stream··············r·MeasureifT·Uncertainfj···r···A··&··EfNormai···T········A··Normai":········l
j l Quantity j l Distribution j B Rectangular j
1 j i i j Distribution l
i j (mmscfd) i (% reading) i (mmscfd) 1 (mmscfd) i
;.~••••••••••• ~•••••••••••••••• u ••••• u ••• u ••• , ••••••••••• u ••••••• u u ••••••• u ••••• u ••••••••••• ~ u u u ;

iA j 10 j 1% i 9.9895 i 9.9895 j

ls·····_·_-_···_· __··_·_-_···_·-I-··--10·_·_+···_··_-f%--·-···1-·-··-··iO~0235-·--·-i-···--·i·Oji488·--····i
iTot.ar r 2.O-.·········r································r········2():cH"30 T _ 20jl384 1
lMCS··Meaii·····················t····························r·······························t············1·S:9994········· ..j···········2c):OOO·2···········1
i u .. u ••••• u ••••••••• ~ l u ••• u •• u ••••••• l J u L :;~:.- J
iMCS uncertainty j i i 0.7043% i 0.5751% i~
~c·onvenijoiiar···········+············ ..··..··········t··································j··········O~y(j"f1·O/~········+·········O:5774o/~··········1
1uncertainty iii ! !
................. a~~_•••••••• _ u u.u •• u •••••••••••••• ~ _••••••••••••••••••• _ u •• u ..

4 EXAMPLE 2: AGA8 GAS DENSITY UNCERTAINTY

In this example MCS is used to find gas density uncertainty for two gas mixtures and compare
them with the empirical methods discussed in a paper by Jim Watson of NEL [4]. Calorific
Value and Wobbe Index uncertainty have also been found by MeS as a further demonstration
of this technique.

Gas density can be found from a gas composition, pressure and temperature using the
American Gas Association Report No 8 (AGA8) [5], Detail Characterisation Method. This is a
complex calculation based on two equations of state and defined in a FORTRAN computer
program for up to 21 gases over a wide pressure and temperature range.

AGA8 has a "Method" uncertainty, tabulated in Table 2, that is dependent on the pressure and
temperature of the gas mixture. This uncertainty arises from the experimental data used to
develop and verify the standard. These uncertainties apply to the "Normal" range of gas
mixtures for all regions and have also been verified for the "Extended" range of mixtures in
Region 1.

Table 2 - AGA8 Gas Compressibility Uncertainty

r·····Reg·ion·····r····"Cince·rta·iil·iY·····T··Tempe·;:atu·r:e··Ban(fT···········Pressure··Ba·n(j············l
! l (% reading)! (0C) ! (Mpa) !
..... u ;················· ..··u u•••••••~••u ••u ••u u- u t

i 1 i 0.1 1 -8 to 62 i Ot012 ir··········2············-r· ..············C):3···············r·············.:siJ"to··1·20··· ..········r····················O·to-1·:;·····················1
•• 4 u ~ U4 ••••••• 4.4 ••••••••••••••••• 4 U u •••••••••• u •• u ~ _ ..

j 3 l 0.5 j -130 to 200 l Ot070 !

t::::::::::I:~::::::::t:::::::::::::::~:;Q:::::::::::::::1::::::::::::~~:~:~::!~::?:~:Q:::::::::::t:::::::::::~::::?Q)~j:~g:::::::::::::::::::l
Using AGA8, the density uncertainty of a natural gas arises from the following sources:

a) pressure measurement uncertainty;

b) temperature measurement uncertainty;

c) gas component uncertainty from:

CO2, N2, C1 to C7+ - online gas chromatograph;
H2S - analyser;
C8 to C12 - C7+ tail from periodic sample analysis

d) the uncertainty of the AGAB calculation method.•



Conventional analytical uncertainty calls for a calculation of the sensitivity of the gas density to
each of the input terms. Sensitivity is found from the partial derivatives of each input with
respect to the gas density. n practice this is not possible due to the large number of input
terms and the internal complexity of the AGA8 calculation.

•
Sensitivity may also be found numerically by introducing a perturbation to each input of the
AGA8 calculation to find the change in gas density. By combining the input sensitivity with the
input uncertainty using RSS, the gas density uncertainty can be obtained, but this approach
does not cater for interactions between inputs within the calculation.

Two alternative empirical gas density uncertainty methods that have been suggested in the
NEL paper [4] are:

General method - each component uncertainty is weighted in proportion
to the mole fraction of the component

1

(5)

•

2

EctO.I{ 1+ (log 1O(~)2)] (6)

Rich Natural Gas (RNG)- a log rule is used that applies a greater uncertainty to
components with a smaller mole fraction.

The component uncertainties are combined using RSS with the uncertainty of 0.15% due to
pressure, 0.1% due to temperature and the AGA8 method uncertainty of 1.0% to find the
overall gas density uncertainty:

1 Weighted Component Method

Epgasl = ( )2 2 2 2E.rXj +Et +Ep +EAGA8 (7)

2 RNG Log Rule Method

Epgas2= [0.1.[1+ (lOg }o(Xj)2) JY + Et
2

+ Ep2 + E AGAS
2 (8)

The gas density is found using MCS by treating the AGA8 calculation as a black box
illustrated in Figure 4.

~ p....... T
...&... CD~
..A.. N....... HZS

....&.. C1
Cl

...&..

........ AI

Figure 4
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For each input to the black box a range of values is generated with a normal distribution
whose mean corresponds to the input value and whose standard deviation corresponds to the
uncertainty of the input value at the 95% confidence leveL For each trial a value is selected at
random for each input and applied to the AGA8 function within the black box and a value of
gas density is calculated. Trials are repeated to generate a realistic distribution of gas
densities corresponding to the uncertainties of the inputs.

Gas density is found from the mean of the output distribution, which in this case is a normal
distribution. The gas density uncertainty at a 95% confidence level is found from standard
deviation multiplied by 1.96. This uncertainty due to the input measurement uncertainty is
combined with AGA8 method uncertainty using RSS to give the overall gas density
uncertainty.

Gas density uncertainty, Calorific Value and Wobbe Index are found for two normalised gas
mixtures. Firstly, a natural gas mixture and secondly, the Rich Natural Gas mixture RNG1 in
the NEL paper [4]. The empirical methods are used to find the gas density uncertainty and
then compared with the uncertainty found by MCS at 100 bar absolute and 45°C. Component
uncertainty is 0.5% reading for the Weighted and MCS uncertainty method and does not apply
to the Log Rule method.

The composition of each gas mixture is shown in Table 3. Gas properties and uncertainty for
each gas is summarised in Table 4 for the three uncertainty methods.

Table 3 - Gas Mixture Composition

Table 4 - Gas Density U rtainty Comparison 100% Mixture

UncertaintyProperty AGA8

~.~ u.................. . .1: n................... • -...... • __ __ u.•..•.•

! ! I Wei~hte ~~~ j MCS

1.253% 1.163%74.603 ~
:;

........................ .i.••••••••••••••••• h.U................. . ~.~•.~•........... _ J. u .1........ .. ~ ~ _.. __ _.1 .

~Standard Density ! 0.7291! 0.1%! ! ! 0.450%
i (kg/Sm3) i! i i !

... ..~~~ l ~..~ _............l l ~~1 _ _...........i .i - -
! CV 15/15 Real Sup i 34.67 !! ! 0.471%
l (MjlSm3) l! 1 !

....................... ....i. _................................. • •••••••• J.._ ~•••~••_••.....•.•.. ~.l __ _...... _ J.••••• ~ .

; Wobbe Index (MjlSm3
) ! 50.1 1 ! ! ! 0.261%

Natural
Gas

RNG 1. Density (kg/m3) ! 148.967 ! . ...................~...................... . ~..~ ~ ~......... . ~•.•~.··.. ···· .. ······_··· ..··· · ..···4 ········.............. .. ..~ ~ .
! Stand Density ! 1.112 ! ! ! !
i (kg/Sm3) i t i ! i

........................... .f .......•.•••. ~.............. ············· .. ··············~········· ..· .. • ~.. ·~~····i·................................... i ~.u.~ ~ ~.................. .
i CV 15/15 Re Sup ! 49.56 ! l! 0.299
! (Mj/Sm3) iii i

·..·~..·················t··u ~ ········ ···i· ··-··············t········· ..········~·..~········t················ ~ + ~ .
i Wobbe Index (MjlS i 52.02 l ! ' ! 0.195%
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•

omparison in Table 4 shows g d agreement between the line density uncertainty for aU
three ethods with marginally bette agreement with natural gas between MCS and the
Weighte ethod. Similarly there is m rginally better agreement between MeS and the Log
Rule metho with the RNG for which the g Rule was designed.

•
In the case of t two empirical methods the certainty due to pressure and temperature had
to be estimated b other means whereas this w inherent in the MCS method. The dominant
effect of the pressu uncertainty on the overall u ertainty requires particular attention.

The Log Rule metho as component uncertain is calculated. Agreement between
uncertainty results will no e as close for component ncertainties for values differing from
the 0.5% used in this examp

In this example the AGA8 metho ncertainty is 1.0% and is tli main influence on the overall
density uncertainty at line condition Where the method uncerta ~ is lower the influence of
the other sources will have a greater i act on the final uncertainty.

a reduction in the spread of result nd consequently the uncertai
an offset in the final density from the

In the course of this work it was noticed tli when one gas is dominant,
natural gas, then normalisation of the gas co osition leads to:

ion in the spread of results is due to the norm . ation process in which all 0
componen become dependent on each other. Some u rtainties cancel reducing tlie
overall unce inty. This only becomes apparent when applyin MeS and is masked by the
Simplifications I the other methods discussed, which do not take a unt of dependencies.

The offset in the fin density is due to normalisation when one gas, thane, is dominant.
Methane is redistribut over gases with a greater molecular weight . hout applying a
correction for difference I olecular weight. In the following example it is own that this
effect may be significant an quires further investigation into the methods an e need for
normalisation.

The initial gas composition of 99.5 mol is based upon the natural gas described above . h a
0.5% mol% reduction in methane. Table 5 on the next page shows the initial gas compositi n,
the normalised composition with the normalised and un-normalised gas properties and
uncertainties. •
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AMENDMENT - UNCERTAINTY OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

i
Property Value I AGA8 Method UncertaintyGas i

1 uncertainty~ , I I, Weighted I Log
,

MCS! ! I
I

! t I Rule !i !

Line Density (kg/rn3
)

I i , I iNatural
I 74.603 0.1% , 0.52% , 0.77% 0.60%I II , !, !

Gas
Standard Density (kg/Sm3

) i , I

!
;

0.7291 0.1% I

I 0.45%I
I
I

CV 15/15 Real Sup (MjlSm3
) I I

I
I ;

34.67 I
I ! 0.47%I I

I ,, , I

I Wobbe Index (Mj/Sm3
) i !

,
I

50.10 , I ! 0.26%i I
I !,

Line Density (kg/rn3
)

; ,
j I IRNG 1 I

I
148.967

,
0.1% 0.39% 0.63% 0.58%I ,, ,

i
, , I,

i Standard Density (kg/Sm3
)

I ,
!I 1.112 , 0.1% , 0.26%I I

I I
I,

CV 15/15 Real Sup (MjlSm3
) ! I i ,

i, 49.56 , ,
0.30%, ,

!
,, , I,

I Wobbe Index (MjlSm3
) ! 52.02

, i i
,

0.20%,
!,

I I

Table 4 Gas Density Uncertainty Comparison 100% Mixture

The comparison in Table 4 shows agreement for line density uncertainty between the Weighted
method and MCS for Natural Gas. Similarly there is good agreement between MCS and the Log
Rule method with the RNG for which the Log Rule was designed.

In the case of the two empirical methods the uncertainty due to pressure and temperature had to
be estimated by other means whereas this was inherent in the MCS method. The dominant
eHect of the pressure uncertainty on the overall uncertainty requires particular attention.

The Log Rule method gas component uncertainty is calculated. Agreement between uncertainty
results will not be as close for component uncertainties for values differing from the 0.5% used
in this example.

In this example the AGA8 method uncertainty is 0.1 % and is not a major influence on the overall
density uncertainty at line conditions. Where the method uncertainty is higher the influence on
the final uncertainty is greater and can be the main source of uncertainty at extreme
temperatures and pressures ..

In the course of this work it was noticed that when one gas is dominant, such as methane in
natural gas, then normalisation of the gas composition leads to:

a) a reduction in the spread of results and consequently the uncertainty;
b) an offset in the final density from the un-normalised result.

The reduction in the spread of results is due to the normalisation process in which all of the
components become dependent on each other. Some uncertainties cancel reducing the overall
uncertainty. This only becomes apparent when applying MCS and is masked by the
simplifications in the other methods discussed, which do not take account of dependencies.

The offset in the final density is due to normalisation when one gas, methane, is dominant.
Methane is redistributed over gases with a greater molecular weight without applying a
correction for difference in molecular weight. In the following example it is shown that this eHect
may be significant and requires further investigation into the methods and the need for
normalisation.

The initial gas composition of 99.5 mol% is based upon the natural gas described above with a
0.5% mol% reduction in methane. Table 5 on the next page shows the initial gas composition,
and the normalised composition with the normalised and un-normalised gas properties and
uncertainties.



Total Line Density I Standard
I(II/m31 I Density

[1I/5m3

I

Calortfic ! Wobbe
Value IS/IS I IndeK

Sup Real 1 Real(AGA8)
Hj/Sm3 I MjJSm3

i

AMENDMENT - UNCERTAINTY OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

K Temperature Prenure j' Nitrogen I ["rbon I Methane Ethane I Propane n-IIUhne! I·Butane In-Pentane I
dell C bar a , molql" I DioKide I mol~ mDI~ mo'~ molql" I mo''IW I mo'~ 'I Composition

i I mol'llo , I I mol%

i I I ,I I i

Table 5 Natural Gas Mixture 99.5% Un-normalised and Normalised Results with 0.5% Component Uncertainty
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